The tumor-targeting core-shell structured DTX-loaded PLGA@Au nanoparticles for chemo-photothermal therapy and X-ray imaging.
In this study, an organic-inorganic hybrid nanocomposite was synthesized by deposition of Au onto the surface of docetaxel (DTX)-loaded poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) nanoparticle cores to form the core-shell structured DTX-loaded PLGA@Au nanoparticles. The tumor targeting peptide, angiopep-2, was then introduced onto the gold nanoshell through Au-S bond, achieving drug delivery with active targeting capability. This novel system allowed combined chemotherapy and thermal therapy for cancer, resulting from DTX and gold nanoshell. The formation of tumor-targeting gold nanoshell surrounding PLGA nanocore, designated as ANG/GS/PLGA/DTX NPs, was confirmed by its surface plasmon resonance (SPR) band in the UV-Vis spectrum and by a transmission electron microscope (TEM). The release profiles of DTX from this system showed strong dependence on near-infrared (NIR) laser. Compared with DTX alone, the ANG/GS/PLGA/DTX NPs afforded much higher anti-tumor efficiency without obvious toxic effects. Besides, it also showed potential X-ray imaging ability. These results demonstrated that the tumor-targeting core-shell structured DTX-loaded PLGA@Au nanoparticles could be used as a multifunctional nanomaterial system with NIR-triggered drug-releasing properties for tumor-targeted chemo-photothermal therapy and theranostics.